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We are at a point in time where a number of motorsports sanctioning organizations are looking at
the racing of electric vehicles. Among the existing or proposed series is the EV cup
(http://www.evcup.com/), the EPOWERGP formula car series (http://www.epowergp.com/), the
EMXGP (http://www.egrandprix.com/news.php?id=57) and the FIA’s Alternative Energy Cup
(http://www.fia.com/en-GB/sport/championships/Pages/alternative.aspx). The TTXGP
motorcycle series (http://www.egrandprix.com/) has a UK and a North American series running
and The FIM E-power motorcycle series (http://www.fim-live.com/en/sport/e-power/) has races
scheduled in France, Spain, America and Italy.
A prime factor to any series fulfilling its potential is well conceived rules. The fastest electric
race vehicles will be very different from today's fastest gas powered vehicles. For successful
electric vehicle racing, rule makers must put aside the rules that have evolved for gas powered
vehicles and develop new rules more attune to the physics of electric vehicle racing.
The key difference between gasoline powered race cars and battery powered race cars is the
relative importance of efficiency due to the difference in the weight of the two types of energy
storage.
The single most influential design factor for a race car is weight or more properly; mass. The
greater the mass, the harder it is to accelerate, change direction and slow the car. Since energy
storage adds a great deal more mass to an electric vehicle, efficiency has a far greater effect on
the mass required and hence, the competitiveness of the race car.

Efficiency: There are a number of definitions of efficiency. For our purposes, we
are speaking about the effectiveness translating energy into forward motion;
specifically the percentage of stored energy that becomes kinetic energy. The
three major areas of losses are in the motor translation of chemical or electrical
energy into mechanical motion, rolling resistance impeding that motion, and aero
drag. A 100% efficient vehicle would translate all of its power into forward
motion.
In gas powered car racing, experience has shown that it is almost always a good idea to trade off
'most efficient translation of power into speed' for 'better grip'.
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Figure 1: Land Speed Record Car: Efficient at translating power into speed but embarrassingly slow on a
road course

Figure 2: Formula One: Inefficient at translating power into speed but incredible quick on a road course

In electric vehicle racing, it is generally not a good idea to trade off 'efficiency' for 'grip' because
of the magnitude of the increase in vehicle weight required for increased energy storage.
Example 1 below shows how the excess weight of additional batteries can quickly offset the
benefits of better grip.
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Example 1
Consider a gas powered, less than 2.5 liter production based GT race car. The car gets 5
miles per gallon while competing in 30 mile sprint races. This means the car uses 6 gallons
of gas during the race. The gasoline weighs 6 lbs per gallon for a total of 36 lbs. Since the
car starts with a full tank and finishes with an empty tank, the average gasoline weight
carried during the race is ½ of the 36 lbs or 18 lbs.
A high drag, high down force package is offered that is worth 0.5 of a second a lap. It uses
10% more fuel. This weight penalty is effectively 1.8 lbs from the additional fuel required
(10% of 18 lbs). This will have very little impact so the package will make the car almost
0.5 of a second faster per lap.

Figure 3: ProEV's Kokam Lithium Polymer battery powered Electric Imp
Let's look at the same situation with the Electric Imp. This car uses around 1.25 kW-hr per
mile. This means 37.5 kW-hrs is required to complete a 30 mile race. It takes around 19 lbs
of the cutting edge Kokam High Power Lithium Polymer cells to supply each kW-hr at the
450 amp draws needed to be competitive. This adds up to a 712 lb pack. This car carries
the full weight of the pack from start to finish.
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The same high drag, high down force package will require an additional 71.2 lbs of batteries
(or a reduction of motor power by 10%). The additional weight should roughly cost around
0.7 of a second per lap which means the whole package will be 0.2 seconds slower per lap.

Rather than using existing rules that will produce electric powered ‘gas’ cars, it is necessary to
re-think the rules to fit the different design challenges of electric vehicles.

Proposed Rules for a new Electric Vehicle Racing Series
Exterior Dimensions: The race vehicle must fit within a rectangular box,
60” tall, 40” wide and 102” in length. The bottom 4” may only contain tires
and the wheel assembly (including brakes and/or motor parts.)

The keys to the amazing handling of today's cars are wide track, wide tires and wings. This is
what racing has shown to be the best strategies as long as the energy storage (gasoline) weight is
not significant. All of these designs trade increased power usage for better handling. By defining
the electric race vehicle as skinny, designers must look for other answers to improve handling.
Interior dimensions: The interior needs to be able to completely contain 2
occupants (size defined as US male standard 50th percentile), seated facing
forward. They must be seated so their shoulders are not in front of their
pelvis. This volume should be crush proof. Occupants must use a 5 or 6
point approved restraint harness.

To keep the electric race vehicle development relevant to inspiring street use, we need to write
the rules for a practical vehicle. While studies show that vehicles operate much of the time with
one occupant (http://nhts.ornl.gov/tables09/fatcat/2009/avo_TRPTRANS_WHYTRP1S.html),
the ability to carry a passenger or some cargo increases the utility of the vehicle. Adding the
ability to carry three or more passengers (as the standard gas sedan does) detracts too much from
performance. The ‘sporty two-seater’ is our model.
When belted in, driver’s eye level must be no lower than 42.5” above the
ground.

If the vehicle is too low, it would be invisible to the cars and trucks on the road. Setting driver
eye level sets a minimum height.
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Weight: There is no vehicle minimum weight. The driver must weight or
carry ballast to US Male standard 50th percentile which is 170 lbs. This
ballast must not have any other use. The ballast must be located in the
same area as the driver when viewed from overhead.

Weight is crucial for performance. As long as safety is not compromised, encouraging the
development of lighter vehicles is a worthwhile goal. The driver/passenger survival cell must be
carefully defined so it is not compromised by the search for lightness.
Traction batteries: the vehicle will carry a maximum of 400 lbs of bare
cells. The bare cell includes active material, a non conductive shell and the
basic tabs. Any other parts of the battery pack such as protective shell,
battery cooling, battery connectors, Battery Management System (BMS) do
not count as part of the bare cell.

This rule is designed to encourage the development of lighter batteries and contain costs by
limiting the amount of batteries. Experience suggests that this type of vehicle will use around
130 Watt hours per mile on the street. 400 pounds of Lithium Polymer cells contain 21 kW-hrs.
This should offer a street range of around 160 miles.
Cell type is open but the pack with a specified number of spare cells must
be submitted to the sanctioning organization at least 10 weeks before the
start of competition. The entrant shall declare the permitted operating
range for temperature, voltage and depth of discharge (DOD). The cells are
required to always operate within these ranges.

The sanctioning organization will mark the cells and keep at least four cells
for testing. In addition to safety evaluation, the cells must demonstrate a
cycle life of over 750 cycles without losing more than 20% of their capacity.
They must also demonstrate less than 20% of capacity loss in the
accelerated aging (10 year) test.

The battery pack is the most expensive component in an electric vehicle. Cells designed for a
single use, will have better energy and power density than cells that can be recharged. The
expensive ‘one-use’ disposable battery packs would cripple EV racing.
The street EV market will want batteries that will last over 100,000 miles. To encourage useful
battery development, the rules must be written to require long life cells.
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The rules will also have to address keeping the competitors from doing things to the batteries that
might give extra power during one race at the expense of battery life. For example: overheating
the battery for a stronger chemical reaction.
The requirement of a single pack (plus a set number of spare cells) per season is an excellent
method if all teams are committed to run the full season. Otherwise the possibility of vehicles
entered for a single race abusing their batteries for an advantage must also be addressed.
Requiring the entrant to provide the operating range-temperature, voltage, Depth of Discharge
(DOD) will establish the operating conditions that the cells must remain in to meet the cycle
life/calendar life requirements.
Cell testing is reasonably inexpensive but requires time. A computer controlled charger and
discharger will cycle the battery while recording the data. Traction cells are normally tested at
1C. This is a full discharge in one hour followed by a full charge in 1 hour. Testing a single cell
for 750 cycles will take 1,500 hours (62+ days).
This is clearly one the most demanding areas for the sanctioning organization. Failure to control
battery use and development will lead to incredible expenses without productive racing. On the
other hand, testing batteries and monitoring their operating conditions are tremendous
challenges.
Strategies to be considered include allowing the use of pre-approved commercially available
cells and the downloading of data from the Battery Management Systems (BMS) of the
competing vehicles after the race to assure operating parameter compliance.
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Race structure

Starting Position will be determined by the fastest lap during the qualifying
session. The vehicle settings may be adjusted between qualifying and the
race but no components may be changed.

The race will start with a standing start. There will be no warm up lap. The
use of tire warmers is prohibited.

Electric vehicles do not require warming the motors to operate. This means standing starts are
easier to organize.
All races will be between 50 miles and 150 miles. There will be a time limit
as well. The distance and maximum time will be announced before the race
weekend.

The vehicles will not be designed for a specific distance. More powerful vehicles will have the
advantage in shorter races. More efficient vehicles will have the advantage in longer races. There
will be different winners in different races. The best balance of power and efficiency will win the
championship.
Race Point Structure
Place
Qualifying
First lap
Most laps led
Race

1st
20
20
10
50

2nd
18
18
9
45

3rd
16
16
8
40

4th
14
14
7
35

5th
12
12
6
30

6th
10
10
5
25

7th
8
8
4
20

8th
6
6
3
15

9th
4
4
2
10

10th
2
2
1
5

Ties in points are settled by comparing race finishing positions.

The point structure is designed to reward the development of versatile vehicles. The ability to
complete a single flying lap at the fastest possible speed is different from the ability to complete
a full race distance in the shortest time. The ability to complete a lap from a standing start with
cold tires and brakes is a completely different challenge.
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This point structure is also about increasing entertainment value. Qualifying will be about which
vehicle is fastest regardless of efficiency. The opening lap will be a scramble as drivers take
chances on cold tires to win the points for leading the first lap. The ‘most laps led’ points will
cause some vehicles to push harder mid race while others will choose to stay in the draft,
conserving energy for the final sprint. The race victory will be all about who is in the right
position and times his final all out sprint correctly.
The vehicle must be able to stand upright without support at a complete
stop on up to a 15 degree slope. The vehicle must stay upright while
accelerating from a dead stop and while braking to a dead stop without
driver intervention.

Street users will want an all weather vehicle that can come to a stop at a traffic light and not fall
over. That is what is required in the rules. Nowhere is the number of wheels specified.
Here are some examples of what the racing electric vehicles might look like.

While a traditional 4 wheel layout such as Luciole’s (left) is well understood, Lumeneo’s (right) tilting
suspension offers new engineering opportunities.

The Carver’s (left) tricycle design does not seem to have any obvious advantages, but a delta 3 wheeler
combining the front grip of Brudeli’s tilting suspension (right) and an aerodynamic teardrop body would be a
strong contender.
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The E-Tracer (http://www.monotracer.com/), currently competing in the Auto X Prize, is a very aero efficient
design. Its ‘landing wheel’ keeps it upright at slow speeds.

Frugal innovation
The fastest road racing electric vehicles will not look the same as the fastest road racing gas cars,
anymore than the fastest horseless carriages (cars) resemble the fastest horse-drawn carriages. In
each case, the change in motivating power requires a very different solution.
These rules are designed to suggest the avenues that should be explored to create the most viable
racing electric vehicles. The rules and vehicles will evolve as racers gain experience and as the
technology develops.
These vehicles will be designed to drive on today’s roads and race on today’s tracks. They will
be designed to augment rather than cannibalize the existing race industry. To run as another
series, along side their gas brethren.
Their small size offers an opportunity for lower budget racing and bigger fields. They offer
opportunities to electronic wizards as well as to gear heads.
Ideally there will be a number of series. The ‘Premier’ tier should be a constructor championship
with the rules as open as possible. Exotic materials would be allowed. The driver survival cell
would be free but must meet performance based criteria (crash tested in the same fashion as a
Formula One chassis). Custom batteries would be allowed as long as they are properly submitted
and tested.
The ‘Professional’ tier might use a survival cell of specified design, either composite or a tube
frame. Teams would be required to use commercially available batteries. Motors and controllers
would be open.
The ‘Entry’ tier would also use a specifically defined survival cell. The battery pack could come
as a spec unit including enclosure, cooling and BMS. The motors and controllers might be spec
as well.
Given the right set of rules, the racing community has the opportunity to again lead the way as a
new form of transportation technology burgeons from the old.
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